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Primarch Heavy Tank
Primarch Siege Tank

Unit Composition
● 1 Primarch Heavy Tank
Unit Type
● Vehicle (Tank, Heavy)
Wargear (Primarch Heavy Tank)
● Exterminator autocannon
● Heavy bolter
● Searchlight
● Smoke launchers
Wargear (Primarch Siege Tank)
● Demolisher siege cannon
● Heavy bolter
● Searchlight
● Smoke launchers
Special Rules
● Sponson Gunners

The Primarch Heavy Tank
Squadron may be taken as a Heavy
Support choice in an Imperialis
Militia & Warp Cults army.
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Options
● The unit may include:
- Up to 2 additional Primarch Heavy Tanks ...............+125 points each
● Any Primarch Heavy Tank in the unit may exchange its
Exterminator autocannon for:
- Annihilator lascannon ........................................................ +15 points
- Battlecannon ....................................................................... +15 points
- Penetrator battlecannon ..................................................... +20 points
● Instead, every Primarch Heavy Tank my be exchanged for a
Primarch Siege Tank .............................................................+35 points
● Any model may exchange its Heavy bolter for:
- Heavy flamer .................................................................................. free
- Multi-laser ...................................................................................... free
- Lascannon ........................................................................... +10 points
● Any model may be equipped with one set of two of the following
sponson-mounted weapons:
- Heavy flamers...................................................................... +20 points
- Heavy bolters....................................................................... +20 points
● Any model may take any of the following:
- Hunter-killer missile.............................................................. +5 points
- Extra armour ......................................................................... +5 points
- Dozer blade ........................................................................... +5 points
● Any model may take one of the following pintle-mounted weapons:
- Heavy stubber........................................................................ +5 points
- Heavy flamer ....................................................................... +10 points
- Multi-laser ........................................................................... +10 points
● Any model equipped with a Penetrator battlecannon may take a
Co-axial heavy stubber .......................................................... +15 points
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Heavy Support
The local militia units of the
Imperium rarely receive any
materiel straight from the
factory. Instead they often
are equipped with weapons
and vehicles, that are
phased out by other military
arms of the Imperium or
that are to damaged to be of
further use in direct front
line combat, but still can be
utilised in garrison work.
Therefor, even though the
Primarch Heavy Tank was
in service for many decades
at the outbreak of the Horus
Heresy, Militia units only
started to be outfitted and
trained in the first
shipments of the venerable
machine.
As it is to expected, none of
the vehicles send to the
local defence forces is in
peak condition (or in some
cases even maintained
properly), however almost
all of them carry a long list
of achievements and
honours from previous
battles.
It is for this reason, that
tank crews of these old
behemoths rarely point to
their own achievements, but
instead to the list of
victories of their adopted
‘steed’ with pride and
veneration.

Kinetic Piercer
If the weapon successfully scores a Penetrating hit on a target with
an Armour value, you may re-roll the result on the Vehicle damage
table. However, the second result always stands, even if it is worse
than the first!
Co-axial
Shoot all weapons with this special rule, before any other shots of
the vehicles are carried out. If they score at least one successful hit
against the target, all turret-mounted weapons of the vehicle are
twin-linked until the end of the phase.
Sponson Gunners
All sponson-mounted weapons of the vehicle may shoot at a
different target, using the Ballistic skill of the model.
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